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AS A BOY growing up in Cornwall, John Steed loved playing pirates on the Helford River, his imagination fired by Daphne du Maurier's classic novel Frenchman's Creek. Retired Army officer John Steed ...
John Steed: The hostage hunter who freed 191 captives
After several weeks of negotiations with the health care industry, Colorado lawmakers announced Monday they are introducing an overhauled bill aimed at reducing high health insurance costs in the ...
Lawmakers unveil compromise bill for health insurance changes
On the group's last day in Beijing, Zhou, apparently having been briefed by his staff on Freeman's search for a set of Chinese history books in one of Beijing's biggest bookstores at the time, told ...
How plowshare diplomacy won the day
Negotiations for the next Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA VII) are approaching their end as both FDA and biopharma industry reps agreed in their last steering committee meeting in mid-February ...
PDUFA VII negotiations near finish line with plans to revamp CBER and staff up
It was this story of past lack of attention to detail about the activities of a vast multi-national company in Africa that gave power to a 33-page White Paper (written by Robert Oakeshott) and ...
Kenneth Kaunda and the white boys
CNN'S AMANPOUR. Leaked Tape Shakes Up Iranian Politics; Interview With John Grisham; Interview With Fmr. State Rep. Charles Booker (D-KY); Intervi ...
CNN'S AMANPOUR
A-Rod made his return to Seattle after signing a record-breaking contract with the Texas Rangers. There used to be mad love between the player and the fans. Now, there was bad blood...and a lot of ...
The Hero Becomes the Villain: Alex Rodriguez Returns to Seattle
Professor Michael Faber - Commonwealth stalwart and adviser to Zambian Government. Born August 12, 1929 died February 26, 2015 aged 85. Historians examining the de-colonisation pr ...
Professor Michael Faber: An obituary
Ari Emanuel, the C.E.O. of the Endeavor company, and Mark Shapiro, its president, were leaving Madison Square Garden after a Knicks game. “Ari said he wanted to stop at this new bar for a drink,” ...
Ari Emanuel Takes on the World
Buying a new car can be very confusing. With the market flooded with cars from different automakers, making the right choice can be a tedious task. Moreover, getting a deal from a car dealership that ...
How to Make a Smart Car Purchase
Now known for T-shirt shops and mini golf, the South Carolina beach town was once imagined as a star-studded stopover between New York and Miami. Its failure set a precedent.
The Doomed, Would-Be Celebrity Paradise That Still Haunts Myrtle Beach
As Congress considers whether to adopt sweeping new legislation to lower prescription drug prices across the board, the Kaiser Family Foundation is out with a new report on Monday showing how a more ...
New Kaiser analysis shows how limiting price negotiations to targeted drugs may better focus upcoming legislation
The media cheered Moderna’s pledge not to enforce the patents on its COVID-19 vaccine. But vaccines like theirs are still protected by intellectual property laws designed to keep medical knowledge out ...
Moderna’s Pledge Not to Enforce the Patents on Their COVID-19 Vaccine Is Worthless
With the 1-year anniversary of the COVID-19 shutdown just behind us, there has been a lot of dialogue regarding what different industries have experienced over the past year. Acknowledging this ...
Vendor Software License Audits Have Become More Frequent. Are You Prepared?
At the time of the establishment of Britain’s National Health Service, Aneurin Bevan, Labour’s Health Minister, faced serious opposition from, among others, top doctors unenthusiastic at the prospect ...
‘Stuffing Their Mouths with Gold’ — Selling the Biden/Yellen Tax Cartel
During the Somali piracy crisis, John Steed, a retired military attaché living in Kenya, launched a private mission to rescue captives that were beaten, tortured, executed in cold blood and starved to ...
Heroic Cornishman launched mission to save tortured and starved pirates' hostages the world forgot
Kristen Block examines the entangled histories of Spain andEngland in the Caribbean during the long seventeenth century,focusing on colonialism's two main ...
Ordinary Lives in the Early Caribbean: Religion, Colonial Competition, and the Politics of Profit
The card tucked in President Joe Biden’s right jacket pocket must weigh a ton. You can see the weight of it on his face when he digs it out, squints and ever-so-slowly reads ...
More action, less talk, distinguish Biden’s 100-day sprint
Ron Johnson is in an uncomfortable class of his own. The Wisconsin Republican is the only senator in his party facing reelection next year in a state that backed Democrat Joe ...
Sen. Johnson may offer insight into GOP’s 2022 positioning
Join Gregg Bakowski for the latest news as breakaway plans continue to draw widespread anger and criticism ...
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